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Lucas is an attractive 13 year-old boy of small stature who appeared younger than 

his stated age. His hair was dyed bright green, and he had a partial cast on his left arm. 

Lucas broke his arm rollerbladding in his neighborhood. The broken arm has limited his 

fall activities and he cannot play his travel baseball season this fall, which he misses. He 

does not miss playing the viola. Since he is right handed the break has not physically 

interfered with schoolwork. He reports that he still sees his friends, who are long 

standing, but his activities are limited and he spends a lot of time alone playing video 

games. He has no interest in after school activities, as the clubs are “boring”. He tried out 

for the baseball team and the basketball team and did not make the cut.  He likes the fact 

that he is outgoing and would not change anything about himself. 

Lucas acknowledged that he and his mother have frequent arguments, but “we’re 

OK”. They argue about his chores. He also says that he argues and gets mad with her 

when she restricts him. He gave an example of Friday night movies. This is apparently a 

tradition of sorts among his friends and he feels she will arbitrarily find a reason to 

prevent him from going. He then gets angry and fights with her. This ends up in further 

restrictions. He would not prefer to live with his father despite the fact that things are 

easier there, because it is not home. He says his stepmother is “weird”, but could/would 

not elaborate. 

In school Lucas says he is getting Bs and Cs. He says he is best at language arts 

and social studies and has always found math difficult.   He initially denied getting in any 

trouble at school.  However, as we talked and spoke about his brother, Lucas 

acknowledged that his brother gets into trouble and that he shares this feature in 

common- although his behaviors are not as extreme. He says he will fight in school if 
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someone “starts” with him. He also reported he has an “enemy” at school and that both of 

them go out of their way to provoke each other.  

In five years from now, he hopes to be going to college. He does not quite know 

what he wants to do, but says he likes to work with his hands.  He hopes that “things” 

will get better with his mother. 


